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Abstract

Vibration harvesters typically are linear mass-spring devices working at resonance. A different approach is here proposed based on nonlinear converters that exploit stochastic resonance with white-noise excitation. It consists of a piezoelectric beam converter coupled to permanent magnets to create a bistable system. Under proper conditions, the system bounces between two stable states in response to random excitation, which significantly improves energy harvesting from wide-spectrum vibrations. The background theory is discussed based on a simplified monodimensional model which includes nonlinearity. It consists of a piezoelectric beam converter coupled to permanent magnets to create a bistable system. Under proper conditions, the system bounces between two stable states in response to random excitation, which significantly improves energy harvesting from wide-spectrum vibrations. The obtained results show that the performances of the converter in terms of output voltage at parity of mechanical excitation are markedly improved when the system is made bistable. Furthermore, the principle was also preliminarily validated on a MEMS U-shaped cantilever beam that was purposely designed and fabricated in SOI technology. This demonstrates the possibility to downscale the principle here proposed in the perspective of a MEMS harvester based on nonlinear piezoelectric converters.

1. Introduction

The topic of power harvesting is increasingly considered a key point in the development of autonomous sensing nodes and microsystems with extended lifetimes in unattended operation [1–4]. Among the power harvesting methods, the conversion of mechanical energy from background vibrations into electrical energy via the piezoelectric effect is particularly effective, due to the ubiquitous presence of vibrations and the availability of piezoelectric materials of adequate performances [5–12]. In energy harvesting from vibrations, mecha-electrical converters are typically realized as linear mechanical resonators. The effectiveness of such converters is maximum when operated at resonance, but it is considerably suboptimal with frequency-varying and wideband vibrations. In order to increase the bandwidth of the converter the simplest solution is to decrease the mechanical quality factor $Q$, but this worsens the peak response and the conversion effectiveness. To overcome this limitation more complex methods can be adopted, among which the use of array of generators with different resonance frequencies and nonlinear or bistable structures have been recently reported as particularly effective [13]. The first strategy consists of the use of multiple converters with different frequency responses combined into arrays [14–17]. This allows to increase the equivalent bandwidth without negatively affecting the $Q$-factor of a single converter, thus not decreasing the peak response. However, for a given excitation frequency only one single converter at a time contributes to the power generation, with a corresponding limitation in the whole generated power density. Nonlinearity can be used for example to tune the system linear resonance near the equilibrium point in order to allow less accurate fabrication process, as done by Mann and Sims [18]. The authors realized an electromagnetic harvester that exploits magnetic force to levitate an oscillating magnet with tunable resonance frequency. Beside the capability to tune the resonance frequency, also the possibility to improve the effectiveness of the energy harvester by means of nonlinearity was investigated. The energy converter was modelled and examined in the case of harmonic excitation. This analysis, confirmed by experimental tests, shows that the nonlinear system generates large oscillations over a wider frequency range, with respect to the linear case, thus potentially improving the energy harvested under
proper conditions. The effect on the amplification of the vibrations of an oscillating energy converter by means of nonlinear forces was also investigated by Shahruz [19]. The proposed harvester is made by a piezoelectric beam with a magnetic proof mass on the tip and magnets in its vicinity. A method to properly set the strength and the position of the magnets in order to achieve the desired nonlinear force was developed. Lin et al. [20] fabricated a piezoelectric converter where a restoring nonlinear force was introduced with permanent magnets. The harvester was harmonically excited while measuring the rectified voltage fed to a 22 μF capacitor with a 1 MΩ resistor in parallel. It was demonstrated that using the nonlinear device there is an increase in the off-resonance output voltage thus enhancing the power generated over a wider frequency spectrum.

Particular types of nonlinear systems are the bistable systems, where two equilibrium positions are present. Bistability can be implemented with a specific design of the mechanical structure of the system [21] or by introducing external nonlinear forces. The presence of bistability makes the system capable to rapidly switch between the stable states under proper mechanical excitation, thereby increasing the velocity and, in turn, the power converted by the harvester, as analytically studied in [22,23]. The bistable snap-through mechanism studied and simulated by Ramlan et al. [22] shows an enhancement in the generated power, for this specific system, when the excitation is at frequencies lower than the linear resonance, due to the intrinsic square-wave displacement response of the bistable system. Better performances of bistable converters respect to linear converters in terms of wider spectral response were demonstrated by Gammaitoni et al. [24,25] in case of wide-spectrum vibrations. The authors realized a bistable inverted pendulum that converts mechanical energy by means of piezoelectric effect. The power dissipated on a purely resistive load was computed measuring the rms voltage on it when the converter was excited with random vibrations with a Gaussian distribution. As a general feature of nonlinear systems, the generated power is influenced by both the spectral distribution and the intensity of the input vibrations. In fact, when the vibration magnitude is not high enough, the converter cannot jump between the two stable states but it oscillates around the equilibrium position with a locally linear behaviour.

In this context, the present work proposes and experimentally validates an approach based on a bistable nonlinear oscillator where, by means of magnets, bistability is intentionally introduced in a 2nd order mechanical system represented by a piezoelectric cantilever converter, innovatively realized by screen-printing technology. An analytical model of the nonlinear system has been derived and supported with simulations, to investigate the behaviour and the spectral response of the bistable converter. Both macroscale and microscale nonlinear devices have been considered to validate the scalability of the proposed principle. Under wideband mechanical vibrations, the performances of the bistable converter in terms of output voltage have been measured and compared with the linear case, at parity of excitation. In these conditions, the nonlinear bistable converter has been demonstrated to provide a higher output voltage over a wider frequency spectrum with respect to the linear case.

2. Theory of operation

2.1. Analysis of the principle

The principle of the proposed converter can be illustrated with reference to a monodimensional undamped nonlinear system formed by a mass \( m \) and a spring with stiffness \( k \), with the addition of an effect produced by a force \( F_{NL} \) that symmetrically pushes the mass away from equilibrium with an intensity that is a nonlinear function of displacement \( x \). Fig. 1 shows a mechanical model of the system where the nonlinear effect due to \( F_{NL} \) is represented by the element with nonlinear equivalent stiffness \( k_{NL} \).

When the mass \( m \) is displaced from the equilibrium point, a restoring force \( F \) due to the linear spring and a counter-restoring force \( F_{NL} \) due to the nonlinear element act on the mass given by:

\[
F = -kx + F_{NL} = k_{NL}x
\]

Due to the assumed symmetry, the force \( F_{NL} \) has to be a nonlinear odd function of \( x \), where the simplest function with these features is a 3rd order polynomial given by:

\[
F_{NL} = \alpha x - \beta x^3
\]

(2)

where the coefficients \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are positive real numbers which depend on the characteristics of the system.

The nonlinear equivalent stiffness \( k_{NL} \) results a nonlinear even function of \( x \), given by:

\[
k_{NL} = \alpha - \beta x^2
\]

(3)

The free movement of the mass given by the displacement \( x \) is therefore governed by the following differential equation:

\[
m\ddot{x} - F_{TOT} = m\ddot{x} - (F + F_{NL}) = m\ddot{x} + (k - k_{NL})x = 0
\]

(4)

The potential energy \( U(x) \) is obtained by spatial integration of the total force \( F_{TOT} \) acting on the mass \( m \), leading to the following expression:

\[
U(x) = - \int F_{TOT} dx = - \int (F + F_{NL}) dx = \frac{1}{2} (k - \alpha)x^2 + \frac{\beta}{4} x^4
\]

(5)

Fig. 2 plots the potential energy \( U(x) \) for different values of \((k-\alpha) \) and \( \beta > 0 \). For \( \beta > 0 \) the system is linear. For \( \beta > 0 \) and \( k - \alpha > 0 \), the potential \( U(x) \) has only one stable equilibrium point in the origin. In this condition \((k - \alpha) \) represents the equivalent stiffness of the system linearized around the origin, that decreases when \( \alpha \) increases. When \( \beta > 0 \) and \( k - \alpha < 0 \), \( U(x) \) shows a symmetric double well with two stable equilibrium points and an unstable equilibrium point in the origin, implying a bistable behaviour.

In the latter case, under an external applied force representing the vibrations to be converted, the mass can oscillate near the stable equilibrium points in each well, or it can jump from one well to the other if the supplied mechanical energy is high enough. This
produces sudden jumps in the displacement which will ultimately determine an average increase in the converter output.

Considering a cantilever beam, it is possible to create the above described bistability by positioning two permanent magnets with opposite polarities, respectively on the cantilever tip and on an external fixed support at a distance $d$ along the beam axis, as shown in Fig. 3. A repulsive force $F_R$ acts between the two magnets, and it decreases in magnitude with increasing the distance $d$.

To perform an approximate analysis, the system can be simplified to the lumped-element monodimensional model of Fig. 4. The mass $m$ accounts for the effective mass of the 1st flexural mode of the cantilever plus the magnet, and the stiffness $k$ represents the elastic reaction. The actual bending of the cantilever tip in Fig. 3 is represented by the vertical displacement $x$ of the mass in the simplified model of Fig. 4.

For a given value of $d$, when the mass moves then the repulsive force $F_R$ changes in direction by an angle $\theta$, but it will be assumed to remain constant in magnitude. This is a further simplifying assumption that for the present purposes is entirely reasonable for small angles $\theta$.

The horizontal component of the force $F_H$ is balanced by the longitudinal stiffness of the cantilever which is assumed sufficiently high. The vertical component $F_{RV}$ of $F_R$ affects the motion and it is given by:

$$ F_{RV} = F_R \sin \theta $$

(6)

The vertical tip displacement $x$ and the angle $\theta$ are related by $x = d \tan \theta$. Therefore, the resulting relationship between the vertical component $F_{RV}$ of the repulsive force and $x$ is the following:

$$ F_{RV} = F_R \sin \theta = F_R \frac{\tan \theta}{\sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \theta}} = \frac{F_R}{\sqrt{1 + (x^2/d^2)}} x $$

(7)

The vertical force $F_{RV}$, as written in (7), can be expanded into its Taylor series computed around $x=0$ stopped at the 3rd term, obtaining the following expression:

$$ F_{RV} \equiv \frac{F_R}{d} x - \frac{F_R}{2d^3} x^3 $$

(8)

It can be observed that $F_{RV}$ in (8) has the same general form of $F_{RV}$ in (2) being a nonlinear odd function of the tip displacement $x$. Considering that $F_R$ is actually a decreasing function $F_R(d)$ of the distance $d$, the coefficients $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are given by $F_R(d)/d$ and $F_R(d)/(2d^2)$, respectively and both result to be decreasing functions of the distance $d$. In this way, varying the distance $d$ implies a change in the shape of the potential energy of the system, as shown in Fig. 2, thereby creating a monostable or bistable system behaviour. When the system has a bistable behaviour, the beam has two deflected positions of equilibrium, with the possibility to jump between the two states when it is mechanically excited at the base.

### 2.2. Numerical simulations

Numerical simulations were run on a sample system including a cantilever and the nonlinear effect due to the magnetic force as in Fig. 2. The nonlinear switching mechanism model was expressed as two 1st order Itô’s equations [26] and simulated by using MATLAB® SDE (Stochastic Differential Equation) Toolbox [27]. The Euler–Maruyama method was used and a white-noise vibration source was applied at the cantilever base. Fig. 5 shows the qualitative deflection of the cantilever beam in presence of the bistability and in the linear case, corresponding to finite and exceedingly large distance $d$ between the cantilever and the external magnet, respectively.

Fig. 6 reports the responses in the frequency domain, represented as the velocity power spectral density, normalized to the maximum value. The nonlinear bistable case provides a spectrum with a wider bandwidth compared to resonant behaviour of the linear case. This is expected to produce an improved effectiveness in converting wide-spectrum vibrations.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Principle validation

The principle of the nonlinear behaviour was evaluated both at the macroscale and at the microscale. For validation at the macroscale, different sets of piezoelectric bimorph converters were realized by screen printing low-curing-temperature lead zirconate titanate (PZT) films on steel cantilevers [28]. A first set of cantilevers was initially used for the principle validation by focusing on the mechanical behaviour of the devices and performing measurements on the tip displacement. The cantilevers have dimensions of (40 mm × 5 mm × 0.5 mm). A permanent magnet was fixed on the cantilever tip while an external permanent magnet was fixed on a micrometric stage so that the distance \( d \) between the magnets could be varied. The magnets were mounted with opposed polarities, so that the resulting magnetic force was repulsive. A custom designed optical triangulator, realized with the reflective sensor OPB705, was used to measure the cantilever tip displacement, with the setup shown in Fig. 7. With this setup, decreasing the distance \( d \) implies an increase of the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) values in Eqs. (2) and (8). The converter was excited at the base by vertical mechanical vibrations generated by an electrodynamic shaker. The shaker was driven by a band-pass filtered white-noise voltage whose normalized amplitude spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the measured tip displacement of the cantilever under an applied excitation from the shaker resulting in an rms acceleration \( a_{\text{rms}} = 0.3 \text{ g} \). As shown in the time records of the measured signals, when the distance \( d \) is decreased from large values the system initially maintains a monostable quasi linear behaviour with a progressive decrease in the linearized resonance frequency, i.e. the resonance frequency of the linearized system, until the equivalent stiffness \( (k-\alpha) \) is positive. At the same time, the displacement increases due to the decreased equivalent stiffness \( (k-\alpha) \). When the magnets are adequately close (bottom plot, \( d = 2.5 \text{ mm} \)), the equivalent stiffness \( (k-\alpha) \) becomes negative, thereby making the system bistable. In this condition, switching between the two stable states occurs and the fluctuations of the tip displacement significantly increase.

In order to evaluate the proposed approach at the microscale, a MEMS device was designed adopting a custom technology based on a SOI (Silicon On Insulator) substrate, performed at the Centro Nacional de Microelectronica (CNM) in Barcelona, Spain. The designed micromachined structure is a U-shaped cantilever device

**Fig. 5.** Simulated deflection of the cantilever in the time domain. The signals are normalized to the maximum value of amplitude. The nonlinear evolution represents the stochastic resonance condition.

**Fig. 6.** Simulated velocity power spectral density (PSD) of the cantilever in the frequency domain. The signals are normalized to the maximum value.

**Fig. 7.** Experimental setup for bistable system characterization.

**Fig. 8.** Frequency spectrum of the input voltage of the electrodynamic shaker used for the excitation of the converter.

**Fig. 9.** Tip displacement of the converter for different values of the distance \( d \) between the two magnets, with an acceleration of the input vibrations \( a_{\text{rms}} = 0.3 \text{ g} \).
with two parallel clamped beams having length of 2500 μm and width of 700 μm, connected at their free extremity by a ‘linking arm’ of 3400 μm x 700 μm. The thickness of the device is 15 μm. At the clamped end of each lateral beam, polysilicon piezoresistors were placed to detect the microstructure deflection.

To experimentally evaluate the proposed approach, a permanent magnet was glued on the tip of the U-shaped cantilever as shown in Fig. 10. An external permanent magnet stack was placed in front of the microdevice on a translator system in order to modify the distance $d$ between the two magnets.

A shaker was used to mechanically excite the microstructure. The piezoresistors were connected in a Wheatstone bridge leading to a voltage output, and a LabVIEW™ routine was developed to drive the shaker using a signal generator (Agilent 33220A) programmed via a GPIB interface. The system dynamics was analyzed using Gaussian white noise with an upper bandwidth limit of 500 Hz imposed through the shaker, resulting in an applied rms acceleration $a_{\text{rms}} = 0.9$ g.

Fig. 11 shows a typical time record of the amplified output signal from the bridge when the magnets are suitably close, i.e. in the order of 1 mm apart, to induce bistability in the system. The results are consistent with theoretical predictions, confirming that the cantilever bounces between the two stable states provided that the excitation is sufficient.

### 3.2. Piezoelectric nonlinear converter

A second set of piezoelectric converters, having the same dimensions of the first set, was used to verify and measure the performances of nonlinear converters in terms of open-circuit output voltage, in comparison with the linear case. The same setup shown in Fig. 7 was used. The system was excited by means of the electrodynamic shaker with mechanical vibrations produced by the same spectrum of Fig. 8 used in the previous experiment on the measurement of tip displacement. In this case, the open-circuit output voltage $V_P$ generated by the piezoelectric converter was measured together with the displacement $x$, at different values of the distance $d$ between the magnets.

Fig. 12 shows the typical results obtained for $d = 2.5$ mm which was a suitable value to make the system bistable. The measured trend of the tip displacement is in agreement with the results of Fig. 9, and it shows the same bistable behaviour of the simulation results of Fig. 5 (nonlinear system).

Regarding the measured voltage, since the piezoelectric converter can be conveniently modelled by a charge source $Q_P$, whose magnitude is proportional to the stress and thus to the tip deflection $x$, in parallel with a capacitance $C_P$ and a leakage resistance $R_P$, the open-circuit output voltage $V_P$ results in a high-pass function of the tip displacement $x$ [29].

This is consistent with the results of Fig. 12 where it can be seen that when a switching in the displacement $x$ occurs, a voltage pulse is generated in $V_P$. As a result, the nonlinear behaviour produces an increase in the open-circuit voltage from the converter, as demonstrated by the computed rms voltage values at different distances $d$ that result $V_d=25.0\, \text{mm}=4.27$ V, $V_d=5.0\, \text{mm}=6.11$ V, and $V_d=2.5\, \text{mm}=7.99$ V, respectively.

Also the frequency spectra of the open-circuit voltage generated by the piezoelectric converter were measured, as shown in Fig. 13. It can be observed that decreasing the distance $d$ the system initially remains monostable and quasi linear, and at the same time the linearized resonance frequency decreases due to the increase in the equivalent compliance. When $d$ is small enough, i.e. lower than a threshold that was estimated to be around 4 mm, the equivalent stiffness becomes negative and the system in this excitation condition toggles into bistable behaviour, with a change in the shape
of the spectra similar to what predicted in the simulations of Fig. 6. The cantilever bounces between the two stable states, evidencing as expected a higher voltage output over a wider frequency range with respect to the linear and quasi linear cases, especially at frequencies below resonance.

The voltage spectra of Fig. 13 indirectly provide information on the frequency distribution of the energy content potentially available at the converter output. Denoting with $S_V(f)$ the power spectral density of the voltage $V$, the power delivered to a resistive load $R_L$ in the frequency range between $f_1$ and $f_2$ is given by:

$$P = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} S_V(f) \left| \frac{j2\pi f C_V R_L}{1 + j2\pi f C_V R_L} \right|^2 \frac{1}{R_L} df = \int_{f_1}^{f_2} S_V(f) |H(f)|^2 \frac{1}{R_L} df$$

where the internal impedance of the converter has been assumed to be dominated by $C_V$. The transfer function $|H(f)|$ is a weighting term that accounts for the adaptation over frequency between the source and load impedances. In the case where $f_1 \gg 1/(2\pi C VR_L)$, Eq. (9) simplifies to $P \propto (V_{rms})^2 / R_L$. This justifies why the rms output voltage over the considered bandwidth is a suitable 1st order indicator of the power deliverable to the load in simplified conditions [30]. In any specific situations, Eq. (9) should be considered for the case at hand or its generalization where the appropriate load replaces the resistive load $R_L$.

The locally linearized behaviour of the system when $d$ is varied is represented in Fig. 14, where the converter linearized resonance frequency is plotted versus the distance $d$, for a fixed amplitude of the mechanical excitation.

The excitation level was set low enough to avoid triggering bistability and jumps between the two stable states when the system potential energy becomes a double-well at low $d$. As a consequence, the system was kept oscillating around one of the equilibrium positions.

Despite of the residual dependence of the value of the linearized resonance frequency on the excitation amplitude, which would make the results of Fig. 14 quantitatively different by changing the input vibration level, the reported trend for a fixed excitation amplitude provides important information in accordance with the predictions by the simple model of Section 2.

When the distance between the magnets is decreased starting from large values, as long as the system maintains a monostable potential energy, a decreasing trend of the resonance frequency of the linear or linearized system is visible due to a lowering of the equivalent stiffness. When $d$ decreases below 4 mm, the potential energy of the system switches to the double-well shape. In this region, provided that the excitation is low enough as in this case, the system can sit in either equilibrium states and behaves as locally linear. The closer are the magnets, the higher is the confinement and the equivalent stiffness, which in turn causes the resonance frequency of the locally linearized system to increase with decreasing the distance $d$.

4. Conclusions

A nonlinear bistable piezoelectric converter for power harvesting from environmental vibrations was designed and tested. The bistability is obtained by properly exploiting a repulsive magnetic force. The basic theory behind this new approach was analytically described based on a simplified model and simulated by means of the MATLAB® SDE Toolbox. Analyses and simulations show that a nonlinear bistable converter gives better performances under broadband excitation with respect to a linear system, increasing the useful converter bandwidth and output level at parity of mechanical input. The converter was then realized by screen printing low-curing-temperature PZT films on steel cantilevers. A permanent magnet was fixed on the cantilever tip while an external permanent magnet, with opposite polarity, was placed in front of the cantilever tip on a micrometric stage. The converter was excited with band-limited white-noise mechanical vibrations and the amplitude and frequency spectrum of the open-circuit output voltage were measured at different values of the distance $d$ between the magnets. As expected, the experimental results initially show a decrease in the converter linearized resonance frequency and a corresponding increase in the displacement when the distance $d$ is decreased from large values as long as the system maintains a monostable quasi linear behaviour. When the distance is low enough, a bistable system is created, and bouncing between two stable states can occur. In this condition, the piezoelectric converter produces a marked improvement in the output voltage over a wider bandwidth with respect to the linear behaviour. An increase of up to 88% in the rms voltage was obtained in the tested conditions. This corresponds, in the simplified case of resistive load and frequency-independent transfer function between source and load impedances, to an expected increase of the power delivered to the load of about 250%.

A proof of concept validation on a microscale device was also performed by using a MEMS U-shaped cantilever fabricated in SOI technology equipped with a miniaturized magnet. After this, the development is under way of MEMS bistable energy converters incorporating functional and structural materials such as piezoelectric and magnetic elements.
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